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Information construction is the necessary way for Chinese modern enterprises to 
achieve leapfrog development, is also the times demand for  Chinese micro- 
economic entities to realize the management transformation , and accounting 
information is one of the core content of management information transformation . 
The healthy development of accounting information relates directly to the level of the 
reliability, relevance, timeliness and completeness of corporate accounting 
information. In the great era of information technology transformation , only 
accounting-information-related techniques and institutional arrangements can ensure 
the full-angle, the multi-dimensional, consistency, traceability of financial reporting 
disclosure and analysis, and reflect the company's real income and future value, and 
fully meet the value proposition of investors and creditors and other stakeholders. 
Corporate accounting governance based on the property rights of accounting 
information, which aims to meet the decision-making needs of the organization’s 
internal and external users of financial statements, reflects the decision-making useful 
concept of financial report, reflects the fulfillment of the fiduciary duty of corporate 
management, and is organic unity of and the useful view of making decision and 
commitment responsibility. As the mutual integration of accounting and information 
technology of the man-machine system, accounting information is responsible for a 
series of system function which reflect the inherent requirements of corporate 
accounting governance mechanisms in IT environment, such as accounting processes 
improvement, accounting matters treatment, accounting standards implementation and 
accounting controls strengthening. Information technology promotes the corporation 
accounting governance mechanism to realize two transformations:  ① to from a closed 
isolated tree organizational structure to an open collaborative matrix organizational 
structure; to from the static "sector interface type" collaborative relationship to 
dynamic collaborative relationship based on the integration process of normal finance 













corporate accounting culture, and has promoted the generation of the accounting 
treatment methods and accounting work to delve further into the business front-end, 
extends the responsibility area of corporation accounting governance. This paper 
mainly discusses from the corporation accounting governance mechanism, and 
attempts to bring information technology accounting system into the framework of 
corporation accounting governance mechanisms. Firstly, this paper clearly defines the 
relevant key terms and framed the research category and research framework. 
Secondly, from the accounting information system, corporation accounting 
governance and the impact of information technology on corporate governance three 
different angles, therefore this paper makes literature review and thorough combs the 
research of related field, pointed out the inadequacies of the current research. Thirdly, 
around influence of the accounting information system for the corporate accounting 
governance mechanisms, further discusses implementation of accounting governance 
concept, quality characteristic of accounting information and corporate accounting 
governance mechanism in IT environment. Finally, in reference to foreign advanced 
accounting information system on the basis of accounting information system, this 
paper puts forward promoting the innovation of corporation accounting governance 
mechanism through accounting information system, and build the basic framework of 
corporation accounting governance. 
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